
From dark and rich organic espresso to creamy and chocolaty hot cocoa, our gourmet menu of  
K-Cup® selections brings the coffee house right to your office. Don’t know which to try first? Taste a 
bit of everything with our samplers and variety packs.

COFFEE HOUSE OUALITY. 
GOURMET SELECTIONS. AT HOME OR AT WORK.

GREEN MOUNTAIN®        
SIGNATURE BLENDS

BREAKFAST BLEND
Bright, sweet and engaging. Our favorite way  
to start the day.

COLOMBIAN SELECT
Classically balanced, vibrant and complex  
with a ripe fruit finish.

OUR BLEND
Light roast. The first and original. Smooth, 
aromatic and mild. A delightful cup of coffee.

NANTUCKET®
Full, hearty, and distinctly complex.

VERMONT COUNTRY® BLEND
Our tribute to our home state. Sweet, rich and 
aromatic with a pleasant, lingering finish.

FRENCH ROAST
One of our very darkest roasts. A continental  
tradition that’s smoky and sweet.

LAKE & LODGE®
Smooth, west coast style blend. Roasted dark 
with a smoky sweetness and rich aroma.

EXTRA BOLD COFFEES
KENYAN AA while supplies last
Fruity and winey, with medium to heavy body  
and a rich blackberry finish.

DARK MAGIC®
Spellbinding complexity. Deep, dark, and 
intense.

DOUBLE BLACK DIAMOND™
A heavy-bodied coffee with a dark and toasty 
flavor. Dangerously dark.

ORGANIC SUMATRAN RESERVE
Deep and deliciously dark, with a sweet palate of 
brown sugar and spice notes.

DECAF BLENDS
BREAKFAST BLEND
HALF-CAFF
VERMONT COUNTRY BLEND®
FRENCH VANILLA while supplies last

SAMPLER PACKS
DECAF COFFEE
Breakfast Blend Decaf, Vermont Country Decaf,  
Dark Magic Decaf, and Newman’s Special Decaf.

FLAVORED COFFEE
Caramel Vanilla Cream, Wild Blueberry, Hazelnut Dark 
Roast, and French Vanilla.

HOT TEA
Authentic Green Tea, Devonshire English Breakfast, 
Lemon Zinger, and Sleepytime Herbal.

REGULAR COFFEE
Colombian, Vermont Country Blend, Dark Magic,  
and French Roast.

FLAVORED COFFEES
CARAMEL VANILLA CREAM
The tastes of sweet, buttery, caramel and brown 
sugar, with swirls of vanilla cream.

FRENCH VANILLA
Lusciously rich and smooth with the flavors of 
sweet vanilla cream.

HAZELNUT
Buttery, sweet notes with the rich flavor of warm 
roasted nuts.

WILD MOUNTAIN BLUEBERRY
The sweet flavor of sun-kissed wild blueberries 
with just a hint of caramel sweetness.

PUMPKIN SPICE seasonal
A delicious coffee enhanced by the creamy 
pumpkin spice flavors of autumn.

SOUTHERN PECAN
The buttery flavor of luscious, nutty pecans. 
ISLAND COOCNUT while supplies last
Take a quick trip to paradise! Indulge your senses  
with the lush aroma of sweet, creamy coconut.

GREEN MOUNTAIN® 
NATURALS

HOT APPLE CIDER
A new spin on a familiar favorite. The fresh, juicy 
goodness of sweet orchard apple is captured in 
convenient K-Cup packs.

 

TULLY’S
HAWAIIAN BLEND
Containing 10% Hawaiian coffee and other fine Arabica 
beans, Hawaiian Roast is beautifully balanced, with a 
mild sweetness and an elegant simplicity.

ITALIAN ROAST
From southern Italy, this full-bodied roast is robust in 
delivering spicy characteristics.

CARIBOU COFFEE
CARIBOU BLEND
Big-bodied, syrupy taste with a clean, snappy finish. 
100% Rainforest Alliance certified.



DONUT HOUSE® 
COLLECTION

DONUT HOUSE BLEND
Family from the very first sip. An easy-going, bold, de-
pendable cup you enjoy every day.

DONUT HOUSE DECAF

THE ORIGINAL 
DONUT SHOP™

THE ORIGINAL DONUT SHOP™
Remember the good ol’ days with this sweet,  
full-bodied All-American classic.

PEPPERMINT BARK while supplies last
This bark comes with a little peppermint bite. It’s our 
light roast coffee dressed up with the taste of creamy 
white chocolate and a crushed candy cane finish.

CINNABON®
CINNAMON ROLL
The indulgent taste and irresistible aroma of Cinnabon® 
cinnamon rolls with the finest 100% Arabica coffee 
beans—a cup of delicious perfection.

CELESTIAL SEASONINGS 
HOT TEAS

DEVONSHIRE ENGLISH BREAKFAST
English Breakfast Black Tea is a full-bodied black 
tea from Java and Kenya.

LEMON ZINGER® HERBAL TEA
Combines the tart, tangy taste of lemons, hibiscus 
and rosehips. Caffeine free.

SLEEPYTIME® HERBAL TEA while supplies last
A comforting blend of chamomile and spearmint  
creates a lullaby of tender flavor to soothe your senses.

MANDARIN ORANGE SPICE TEA
With an aromatic blend of oranges, herbs and spices, this 
herbal tea has a distinctively Eastern flair.

AUTHENTIC GREEN TEA
With an aromatic blend of oranges, herbs and spices, this 
herbal tea has a distinctively Eastern flair.

BIGELOW HOT TEAS
EARL GREY

A blend of hand-picked tea leaves with natural  
bergamot essence.

STARBUCKS COFFEE
PIKE PLACE ROAST
A smooth body and subtle flavors of cocoa and toasted 
nuts make it a refreshing cup balanced enough to enjoy 
every day.

CAFFÉ VERONA
A passion for good food and great coffee inspired the 
cocoa texture and roasted sweetness of this blend.

VERANDA BLEND
a lighter, gentler take on the Starbucks Roast. Flavorful 
without being overly bold.

DECAF PIKE PLACE ROAST

NEWMAN’S OWN® 
ORGANICS

NEWMAN’S OWN® SPECIAL BLEND
A hearty, Extra Bold, full-bodied blend of medium and 
dark roasts. Bold yet refined. Strong, yet smooth.

NEWMAN’S OWN® DECAF while supplies last 
 

CAFÉ ESCAPE
DARK CHOCOLATE HOT COCOA
An elegant, satisfying dark chocolate experience with 
European sophistication.

MILK CHOCOLATE HOT COCOA
A classic favorite for all ages.

CAFÉ MOCHA
A perfect pairing of cocoa and coffee for a rich and 
creamy experience.

CHAI LATTE
Mesmerizing aromatics of black tea and exotic spices, 
smoothed by milk and sugar.

CAFÉ VANILLA while supplies last
Delicately sweet, yet surprisingly light – a delicious break 
from the common coffee.

CAFÉ CARAMEL while supplies last 
Buttery rich. Silky smooth. Captivatingly caramelicious.

DIEDRICH
MORNING EDITION BLEND®
A bright wake-me-up for breakfast or a crisp, clean finish 
to any meal.

RIO BLEND while supplies last
A smooth, creamy body gets a bit of South American 
spiciness in this warm, hearty blend.

FRENCH ROAST while supplies last
A strong, toasty aroma with a syrupy body, a hint of 
molasses flavor, and a pleasant finish.

FOLGERS
CLASSIC ROAST
Made from Mountain Grown® beans, the world’s  
richest and most aromatic.

LIVELY COLOMBIAN
This coffee has a distinctively rich and full-bodied taste 
of 100% Colombian beans.

BLACK SILK
This dark coffee has a bold, yet exceptionally smooth 
blend with a subtle smoky note.

EIGHT O’CLOCK COFFEE
EIGHT O’CLOCK ORIGINAL COFFEE  
while supplies last
The Original a perfect start to the day, it’s equally at 
home as a mid-morning pick-me-up and as a satisfying 
dessert beverage.

EIGHT O’CLOCK ITALIAN DARK ROAST  
while supplies last
This dark, Seattle roast of select 100% Arabica coffee 
beans will have you living boldly.
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